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Introduction

One of the major criticisms of SWIFT is that it is not a user-friendly

code. This criticism stems partly from the need to specify boundary

conditions in terms of pressures, which are not easily calculated from

known heads, particularly when density variations with depth are being

considered. Also, following a specified format in boundary condition

input, as required by SWIFT, often requires tedious and repetitive

typing. The purpose of this memo is to document a pre-processing program

I have written to facilitate two-dimensional modeling of BWIP. The

program has been generalized only so far as to fit the needs of our

present deterministic sensitivity analysis modeling efforts. The program

is, however, general enough to be used for many SWIFT applications. The

advantages of the pre-processor include:

1. Input data may be in terms of heads rather than pressures.

2. Input data may be calculated, if desired, from known gradients

rather than from known pressures or heads.

3. Pressures are calculated considering fluid density variations

arising from compressibility due to fluid pressure and thermal

expansion due to a thermal gradient.

4. All input data is in free format.

5. The output can be easily converted to a form which can be merged

directly into the SWIFT input deck.
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Limitations of the pre-processor include:

1. It has not been generalized to consider density changes due to

dissolved salt.

2. It has not been generalized to adjust for elevated or sloping grid

blocks.

3. It is set up only for x-z 2-dimensional grids (vertical

cross-sections).

4. It is set up only for SI units (meters, seconds, kilograms, pascals,

etc.).

The expansion of this pre-processor (PRESS) to eliminate the above

limitations will be a worthwhile project in the future. Also, it would

be useful to alter the pre-processor to allow much of the PRESS input

deck to be taken directly from the SWIFT input deck, rather than from a

separate PRESS deck. However, the current version of PRESS serves the

Performance Assessment Section's needs for the foreseeable (2-month)

future.

The remainder of this memo describes the pre-processor and how it is

used.
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Theory

Density in SWIFT is considered as a function of temperature, salinity and

pressure:

p(T,P,C) = p (1 + Cw (P-P )- Ct (T-To) + Cs (C- CO)) (1)

where p = reference density at To, Co and Po (kg/m 3)

P0 = reference pressure (Pa)

To = reference temperature (C)

C = compressibility coefficient of water (Pa-1)

Ct = thermal expansion coefficient of water (C )
C0 = reference salinity (dimensionless concentration)

P = pressure (Pascals)

T = temperature (C)

C = salinity (dimensionless concentration)

Cs = density correction coefficient for dissolved salt

(dimensionless)

p(T, P, C) = density at T, P and C (Kg/m3)

We will consider C to be zero, since the extent of salt dissolution is

not well known for BWIP, and has not been considered in modeling efforts

by DOE and NRC up to this date.
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Consider the situation shown in Figure 1, where a grid is placed below a

datum, and the temperature of water at the datum is known. This datum

temperature will be considered to be the reference temperature, T

t~~~a 
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The reference pressure, P will be considered as atmospheric. At any

point z, a measurement of head is made by measuring the height of a water

column in a well open at that point. The water column is assumed to have

reached thermal equilibrium with its surroundings. The temperature at z

due to a geothermal gradient may be calculated with the equation:

T(z) = T+ d(z)KT (2)

where T = reference temperature (at datum) (C)

d(z) = depth below datum (m)

KT = geothermal gradient coefficient (C/m)
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The pressure at that point may be calculated:

P(Z) = P + (h(z) + d(z)) p (z)g (3)

where h(z) = head at z (meters above datum)

d(z) = depth at z (meters below datum)

p(z) = average density of water column

In order to obtain p(z) we must solve equation (1). We can approximate

the average density of the water column by the density at the midpoint of

the column. This approximation is based on our assumption of the linear

compressibility and thermal expansion functions in equation (1).

The temperature at the midpoint of the water column is given by:

T=T d + (z) - (h(z) + d( - T (4)

The pressure at the midpoint of the water column can be approximated by:

P PO0 + 0go (h(z) + d(z) (5)

2

Combination of equations (4) and (5) with (1), with C s = °. yields p(z).

Insertion of p(z) into equation (3) yields P(z). Th error introduced by

using the reference density p0 in equation (5) rather than the average

density of the half-water column above the midpoint will be negligible

for realistic density variations in the field.
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Input/Output for PRESS

PRESS requires the following input deck:

FORMAT CARD(S) NO. VARIABLE(S) DESCRIPTION

Integer Free 1 N Number of layers in
grid.

Real Free 2 RHOf, P, T,
Cw CT

Fluid density,
pressure, and
temperature of datum,
coefficient of
compressibility,
coefficient of thermal
expansion. (All units
in meters, seconds,
kilograms, pascals,
and/or C).

Real Free

Real Free

Real Free

Real Free

Real Free

3

4

5

6

7a

TGRADC Thermal gradient
coefficient (C/M).

Depth of below datum
to top left corner of
grid (M).

DELZ(I)
(I=1,N)

QUERY

HEAD(1),
UGRAD

Width of each layer
in z-direction (M).

Are heads on left
vertical boundary to be
1) input by user, or 2)
calculated from given
top left head and given
vertical gradient?
= 1.0 if input by user
= 0.0 if calculated

Use 7a only if QUERY =
0.0. Input head on
top left vertical
boundary and vertical
gradient on left and
right boundaries
(meters).
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Real Free

Real Free

Real Free

7b

8

9

HEAD(I),
I=1,N

HGRAD

NX

Use 7b only if QUERY =
1.0. Input heads for
each layer on left
boundary (M).

Horizontal gradient to
be applied across grid
boundaries.

Number of grid blocks
in horizontal
direction.

Real Free 10 DELX(I),
(I=1, NX)

Width of each block
in X direction (M).

In order to run PRESS on MFZ, the following Job stream is necessary:

USERNAME,STMFZ,TP$,T37.

ACCOUNT,USERNAME,PROBNO,PROBNO.

ATTACH,FILELIB,MR=1.

LIBRARY,FILELIB.

FILE,PRESS,RT=Z,BT=C,FL=90.

ATTACH,PRESS,PRESS,ID=GORDON,SF,MFA,MR=1.

FIN,I=PRESS,B,REW,L=O.

*EOR

(Input Deck)

Once the program has executed, the output file should be put in the user's

editor. The output includes the following information:

For the left hand boundary only, a table is produced with the following

information:
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Layer, Pressure, Head, Layer Thickness, Depth Below Datum, and Density.

After this table, the right hand side pressures are printed out. This

information should be enough to check the performance of the program.

After these two tables, the remainder of the output is formatted to

provide all of the R-28 cards (AIF's) necessary for SWIFT. The cards in

this section of the output should be saved as a separate file by finding

the starting and ending line numbers of the desired cards:

S, PRFILE, N, 0, (starting line no.), (ending line no.).

The PRFILE must be edited in the following manner:

Type in Computer will respond

E, PRFILE,S.

I /=/I, (1), A. (#) CHANGE(S).

/+4/=//, A. (#) CHANGE(S).

PRESS creates an AIF for all blocks in both horizontal and vertical

directions. Therefore two AIF's have been calculated for each of the

four corner blocks. SWIFT permits only one AIF per grid block.

Therefore, the user must delete one of the AIF sets for each of the four

corner grid blocks.

Once these setps have been taken, the file should be saved, and the user

is ready to merge this file of AIF's into his SWIFT input deck. This can

be easily done using MERGE.

To merge 2 files X and Y X is edited in the following manner:
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An ampersand (&) is placed at the point where Y is to appear.

*EOR's and EOF's must be changed, e.g., to .*EOR and .EOF, or they will

be lost during the merge.

Once these changes have been made, the following commands may be executed

interactively:

FETCH,MERGE,SAS.

MERGE,XY,Z.

A new merged file, Z will have been created. Before using Z, all of the

changed *EOR's and *EOF's must be changed back, i.e.,

/.*EO = *EO/, A.

Then, all that remains is to save and catalog the new file.



C C

PROGRAM PRESSCINPUT,EIUTPUTTAPEPS4NPtiTTAPEhItOUTPUT)
DIMENSION EPTP4(100,DELZ(100)T(100)OHEADC100,)

*RHOAVCIOO).P(100),PpRloo)DPCtIOO),P
T (IOO)l

*DELXt0OlOfELCTR(OO)DELH(1OO)
C*******SEI GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT M/SEC2

PAVzO.O
G9.60bSS

C********READ NUMBEP UF LAYERS AND REFERENCE VALUES
READC5,*)N
DUl SUO I:lN
P(I)mO.O
DEPTH(I)IO.0
RHOAVll)30.0

PRCI)m0.0
PTCI)x0.0
DELCTR(I)=O.O
TCI)=0.0

500 CONTINUE
SUMXxO.0
READCS.*)RHU POeTOCtCCT
READ(S**)TGFADC
READC5.*1Do
READ(5,) (0ELZ(I)#IxlpN)

L*********SET TEMPERATURES FOR EACH LAYER
T(I)mTO+(OQ*TGRADC)
DEPTHCI )DO
I)O to 12,N
J21-1
DEPTH(I)wDEPTH(J)+DELZ(J)
Tt1I)T0.(DEPTH(I)*TGRADC)

IO CON1 INJ11E
READ(S*)GUERY
IF(OUERY.EQ.I,0)GO To 650
REAU5,.)IHEADO(),VGRAD
DO 201 12,N
J-l-l
HEAD(I)UHEAD(J)+CVGRAD*DELZCJ))

201 CONTINUE
GO Til b5t

650 READ(5,*)(EAD(X)#Im1,N)
h51 CUNTIHUE

nn 20 I:l1,
PAVNPO+(RHOO*G*(HEAD(l),OEPTH(I))/2.)
TAVzTO+(TGRADC*(DEPTH(I)-(CHEAD(I)O+EPTHCI))/2.)))
RHOAV(I)uRH0O*(1.+(CW*(PAV-PO))-(CT*(TAV-TO)))
P(I):PO*+(HOAV(I)*G*(HEADCI)+DEPTH(l)))

20 CUNTI UE
iRITE(6,30)

30 FURMATCIE,'INPUT PRESSURES WITH nENSITY CORRECTIONS')
WRITE(b,40)

40 FORMAT(IX,'LAYER NO. PRESSURE(PA) HEAD(M) LAYER THICKNE
*3 TEMP DEPTH')
DO 50 I,N
WRITEC6,bO)IP(I)#,EAD(I),DELZ(I),T(I),DEPTH(I).RHOAV(I)

60 FURMAT(IX# 17,X,IPE12.6,eX.0P76.,tSXOPF6.l1gXFS.2#34XF7.1,

50 CONTINUE
READ (S *)HGRAD
READC5,*1NX
READC5,*)(DELX(I)DIxIcNX)
DO 990 IlNX

S U xRNUwD!+ b '
990 CONTINUE

DO 677 IN
PR(I)ZPCI)-C9,80655*RNOAV(I)*HGRAD*SUHX)

677 CONTINUE
IRITE(6.80)

80 FORMAT(IX,'RIGNT SIDE DORY PRESSURES')
P'u 100 IN
WRITEC67o)IpPR(I)

70 FORMAT(IA,17,eXvzPEI2*6)
100 CONTINUE

DO 702 IN
WRITE(6#621I.I

62 FORMAT(1X, I 1 1 I 15.15,
WRITE(6#b,1)PC),T(I)

61 FORMAT(lx,l 10'eIPEl2.,OPFlO,2,'
702 CUNTItIUE

DO 703 I1l,N
WRITE(b.63)NXNXoI. 

63 FORMAT(Ix,15,15,' I ,15,15,' 0')
WRITE(6*64)PR(x),TCI)

64 FORMAT(lX0, 2,0',lPEI2.6#OPFtO.2#'
703 CONTINUE

0ELClR(l)EDELX(l)/2.
DU 443 I2,NX
J2J-I
DELClR(I)w(nELX(J)+DELXl))/2.

443 CONTINUE
PT(I)uP(I)-CUELCTP(I)*HGRAD*RHOAVCI)*G)
DO 450 12,NX
Jul-l
PT(I)UPTCJ)-(DELCTR(I)*HGRAD*PHOAVCI)*G)

450 CONTINUE
PCI )XP(N)-(DELCTP(I)*HGRAD*RMOAV(N)*G)
no 460 Im2,NX
Jul-I
PB(I)EPOCJ)-(DELCTR(I)*HGRAD*RNOAV(N)*G)

460 CONTINUE
DO 499 IzlNX
WRITEC6*470)1, 1

470 FORMATCIX,15,15,1 I 1 1 1 0')
"RITE(6p4Al)PT(I)pT()

401 FORMAT(Iz, 5.0',IPE12.b,0PFIO.Z,'
WRITE(6*482)1,IN,N

482 FORMAT(IX15,IS ' I I',15,IS, 01
MRITE(b,483)PH(I),T(N)

483 FORMAT(IX,' h.0'.lPE12.hOPF1O.2,
499 CONTINUE

STOP
END
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